ACROSS
1. Bell sound
5. Dutch "city"
9. MS file extension
12. Cheese
sometimes served en croute
13. Tibetan holy man
14. French phrase on a menu
15. "Pomp & Circumstance", e.g.
16. Tons
17. Siesta
18. Today's speaker
21. Weight units
22. Fills the truck
23. One-time popular teaching language
26. Low pH solution
28. Everything (with "from")
29. "Sportscenter" channel
30. ___, amas, amat
33. Successor to 18 Across
36. Hydrocarbon ending
37. Angers
38. Optometrist's concern
39. Destler's position (abbr.)
40. Perform better than
41. Oscar winner, often
44. Seneca Park attraction
45. Position for 18 Across and 33 Across
50. You might be using one to solve this puzzle
51. Destroy
52. Words said with an ante
54. Jeans brand

55. ___, Stanley Gardner
56. Title for Agatha Christie
57. Mag. employees
58. Real estate document
59. Corp. bigwig

DOWN
1. "Nova" network
2. Cupid, to Romans
3. Isn't
4. Decriminalize
5. High-scoring homers, for short
6. 1 on the Mohs scale
7. Run ____ (go crazy)
8. TV newsmagazine
9. Sancho ______
10. Tartan design
11. Records
19. 8 Down network
20. Assent, in a way
23. Car competition at which RIT competes
24. Egyptian sun god
25. Achy
26. England/Australia cricket competition
27. Some IRS employees
29. Austen's Jane
30. Work without _____
31. Sew back together
32. Approximately
34. Reflected
35. Toothpaste ingredient
36. Hydrocarbon ending
37. Angers
38. Optometrist's concern
39. Destler's position (abbr.)
40. Sound of being punched
41. iPod match
42. Belief
43. Musical notes
44. Regulated for development
46. Confident
47. Flooring material
48. Really big screen
49. "Man of the Year" publication
53. Maker of computers, monitors, and semiconductors